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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.
Position the Roll-X in front of you so that the water fountain is to theback and on your left side.  This will aid you in adjusting the Roll-X.

Materials needed to assemble the Roll-X:Small flat head screwdriverCrescent wrench
1. Carefully remove and identify the following as you unpack theRoll-X.Clear plastic dome is packed upside downGrid assembly  is shipped upside downScreen meshPlastic baseThermometer/hygrometer kit packaged in a plastic bagWater fountain
2. IF THE UNIT IS MANUAL, INCLUDED IN THE BOX ARE:L-shaped turning pull rod with black screw-on cap
3. IF THE UNIT IS AUTOMATIC, THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AREPACKED IN A SEPARATE BOX:Automatic turner (available in 110VAC and 220VAC)Two (2) screws and two (2) washersL-shaped turning pull-rod with two (2) adjusting screws
4. Assembling the Roll-X:  SKIP THIS INSTRUCTION IF YOURROLL-X IS MANUALLY TURNED.

Remove the grid assembly and screen mesh from the insideof the blue base.  Take the automatic turner and match thetwo holes in the blue base to the two threaded inserts on theside of the turner. Put the two screws with the washers onthem through the wall from the inside of the incubator bluebase.  Place the turner against the blue base and tighten thescrews.  Do not overtighten the screws.  Insert the L-shapedturning rod from the inside of the blue base with the short endremaining on the inside of the blue base. Place one adjustingscrew on the L-shaped pull-rod located on the outside of theincubator. Run the rod through the clevis hole on the bottomof the swing arm of the turner and attach the second adjustingscrew to the pull-rod.  Do not tighten the adjusting screwsonto the pull-rod at this time.  Final adjustments will be madelater (see ADJUSTING AUTOMATIC TURNER).
PLEASE NOTE:  One corner of the mesh screen and the gridassembly are notched out to accommodate the water fountain.The notched corners of the mesh screen and the grid assemblyare to be placed at the opposite end of the incubator from theturner.  Place the mesh screen directly inside of the blue baseon the bottom supports.
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5. SKIP THIS INSTRUCTION IF YOUR ROLL-X  IS AUTOMATICALLYTURNED.  Insert  the L-shaped turning pull-rod from the inside ofthe base with the short end remaining on the inside of the blue        base.6.    Place the grid assembly (plastic coated side down, brightplated side up) over the screen. Be sure the guide rollersare connected between the plastic coated and brightplated grids. The grid assemblies should be restingagainst each other firmly but move freely without frictionagainst the walls of the base.   NOTE: If the grid assemblyappears to "climb the walls� it is upside down.  Connectthe pull rod Inside the base with the small plastic loopon the end of the removable grid. (Make sure the notchedcorner of the grid assembly is on the opposite side ofthe blue base from the turner.)
7.   Locate the hole on the back side of the blue base next tothe water fountain.  From the inside of the blue base,insert the thermometer assembly and apply the washerand wing nut to the exterior of the blue base. Tighten thewing nut snugly, but do not over tighten.

The bulbs of the thermometers should slant downwardbut still clear the eggs to be set. Extend the wick of thewet-bulb or hygrometer through the grid notch so thatthe end will rest on the bottom of the blue base.  Placethe dome with the hole for the water tube directly overthe notched corner of the grid.
The water fountain must always be removed beforethe dome is lifted from the base.

8.  Position the empty water fountain with the water tubethrough the hole in the corner of the dome making sureit extends down to the bottom of the base.  Plug the longcord from the dome into your electrical power source.
9 .  SKIP THIS INSTRUCTION IF YOUR ROLL-X ISMANUALLY TURNED.

Plug the automatic turner cord into the electr icalreceptacled on top of  the dome. Remember that thisreceptacle is ONLY for the automatic turner.
YOUR NEW ROLL-X  INCUBATOR WILL BEGINOPERATING.

10. ADJUSTING THE AUTOMATIC TURNER
SKIP THIS INSTRUCTION IF YOUR ROLL-X ISMANUALLY TURNED.



CAUTION: Do not tighten the adjusting screws on the L-shapedturning pull rod until they are in the proper position.  Incorrectpositioning may cause the turning grid to be forced against the wallsof  the incubator and break either the automatic turner or itsconnections.Lift the dome and move the grid to the left (away from the automaticturner) to within ¼" of the incubator wall.  Press the red button on thetop of the automatic turner. This will activate the automatic turner andcause the lever to move either to the right or left.  Observe the leveras it moves to the left.At the point when the lever reaches the maximum position to the leftremove your finger from the red button and tighten the adjusting screwagainst the clevis at the left and tighten the adjusting screw againstthe clevis at the right.
11.  ADJUSTING THE HUMIDITYLocate the water fountain and note the adjusting screw. When thefountain is in position, the head of  the screw will rest against theouter corner of the dome.  Fill the water fountain with water.  Placeone finger over the end of the tube, turn it upside down and placeover the hole in the dome.  Remember to remove your finger quicklyand push the fountain as far down toward the base of the  incubatoras  it will go. The black adjusting knob should rest on the flat outercorner of  the dome.
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12. SETTING TEMPERATURE CONTROLThe incubator was tested and the temperature regulated to 100°F before it was shipped to you. Due to handling in shipment or theenvironment  it is used in, it may require further adjustment.  Temperature adjustment is made according to the type of control orderedwith the incubator.  They are described in the following paragraphs. Watch the thermometer as the temperature in the incubator rises.The indicator light should go off at 100°F. After the set temperature is reached the light will go on and off at short intervals. This on andoff of the indicator light and a constant thermometer reading of 100°F indicates the thermostat is controlling the heat.
NOTE:  The desired temperature must be constant and stable within the unit BEFORE adjusting humidity.
A. SOLID STATE TEMPERATURE CONTROL: The solid state temperature control is mounted on the baffle of the Roll-X. Theregulator (adjusting) shaft protrudes through the incubator dome above the control. Turning the shaft CLOCKWISE will increase thetemperature in the incubator. Turning the shaft COUNTER-CLOCKWISE will decrease the temperature. Turn the shaft slowly andcarefully when making adjustments.
B. OPTIONAL TEN TURN POTENTIOMETER SOLID STATE CONTROL: This control performs the same as the solid state controldescribed in paragraph A above except that the regulator (adjusting) shaft is a 10 turn potentiometer for precise adjustment. Thisfeature allows approximately one full 360° turn of the control knob to increase or decrease the temperature approximately 2°F.
C. THERMAL WAFER TEMPERATURE CONTROL: A 3 inch diameter double metal wafer that expands when temperature increasesand contracts with  temperature drops. When the thermostat is properly adjusted, the wafer expands until the desired temperature isreached.  At this point the wafer pushes the plunger on the sensitive snap switch under it, opening the circuit and turning off the heat.As the  wafer contracts with temperature drop, it releases the sensitive snap switch turning the heater back on. To adjust the temperature,loosen the locking wing nut,  make the adjustment and lock  the setting by retightening the wing nut.  TURN THE KNOB COUNTER-CLOCKWISE to increase the temperature. To decrease the temperature TURN THE KNOB CLOCKWISE.  Turn the knob slowly andcarefully making small incremental adjustments.  BE SURE TO LOCK THE SETTING BY TIGHTENING THE WING NUT AFTEREACH ADJUSTMENT.
D. OVER TEMPERATURE (BACKUP) CONTROL: The over temperature control is usually a thermal wafer type control described inparagraph C. It is set and adjusted in the same manner. The backup control is usually adjusted to a point 1 degree higher than theincubation temperature setting of the primary control. It is factory preset to 101°F.  When adjusting the incubator temperature SET THEOVERTEMPERATURE CONTROL TO THE DESIRED TEMPERATURE FlRST, THEN THE PRIMARY CONTROL.  For example: Setthe overtemperature control to 101°F  then the primary to 100°F. Turn the primary control FULL ON while adjusting the overtemperaturecontrol, then reset it  to 100°F.

WATER WILL BEGIN TO GURGLE OUT OF THE FOUNTAIN.  A READING FROM THE WET-BULB THERMOMETER INDICATING HUMIDITYCAN BE TAKEN AFTER A FEW MINUTES.
Turn the adjusting screw clockwise to increase the humidity.  The humidity  reading will gradually increase and become stable a fewminutes after each adjustment.   Increase the humidity in gradual steps until the desired level is achieved.  Remove the water fountainonly when necessary.  Each removal will increase the water level in the incubator.  Practice withdrawing and replacing the water bottlein the fountain holding a finger over the end of the water tube.  This will help eliminate spilling water into the incubator.



HUMIDITY CALIBRATION
People often get confused by the apparent contradictions ininstructions relating to humidity in hatching. This may be becausethere are two systems of calibrating humidity . Lyon incubators usethe �wet bulb thermometer.�   The wet bulb thermometer consists ofa wick that is attached to a thermometer that hangs in the water .The other system gives the true percentage of humidity reading.  Inorder to make the subject matter understood, a chart is providedthat shows the dif ference between the two types of readings whenthe temperature in the incubator is 100 degrees.  For example, awet bulb reading of 84° means the actual humidity is 50%.

 WET BULB PERCENTAGE  READING                          OF  HUMIDITY91 = 70%90 = 68%89 = 65%88 = 62%87 = 59%86 = 56%85 = 53%84 = 50%83 = 48%82 = 46%
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Coturnix Quail 16 DaysBobwhite 23 DaysPheasant 23 DaysChukar 23 DaysBantam 21 DaysChicken 21 DaysDuck 28 DaysTurkey 28 Days

     BREED                  HATCH TIME

PERCENT OF HUMIDITY SHOWN IS BASED ON INCUBATORTEMPERATURE OF 100°F.SIX STANDARD EGG TURNING GRIDS

1690 Brandywine AvenueChula Vista, CA  91911Phone (619) 216-3400

AUTOMATIC TURNER PARTS  ITEM 120VAC 230VAC PART DESCRIPTION58 125-000 125-000 AT2 Turner Lever Assy.60 460-020 460-020 Sensitive Snap Switch61 460-019 460-019 Push Button Switch 62, 63 320-071 320-072 Power Motor 64, 65 320-076 320-077 Timer Motor66 350-002 350-002 Power Motor Cam67 350-000 350-000 Timer Motor Cam68 200-089 200-089 Power Cord

AUTOMATIC TURNER PARTS IDENTIFICATION

CATALOG NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION120VAC 230VAC350-004 350-004 Water Fountain Bottle500-012 500-012 Thermometer (2 Used)350-010 350-010 Dome350-012 350-012 Baffle Plate320-066 320-067 Fan Motor121-000 121-000 Fan Motor Bracket (2 Used)320-068 320-068 5" Fan Blade350-017 350-017 Fan Guard270-010 270-011 Heating Coil200-043 200-029 Power Cord200-023 200-023 Square Receptacle350-013 350-013 Base130-000 130-000 Screen220-010 220-011 Solid State Thermostat220-029 220-030 10 Turn Thermostat220-016 220-016 Thermal Wafer460-018 460-018 Sensitive Snap Switch

MODELS RX AND RX1 REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST

Automatic turning requires that the grid be proportional to the general size of the eggs to be turned and hatched.The six grids diagrammed above will accommodate most of  the range of egg sizes of poultry and game birds.Select the grid, or grids, best suited for the eggs you wish to hatch.  The range of dimensions of eggs that maybe hatched on each grid is noted along with the names of popular birds that lay eggs in that size range.

INCUBATOR TEMPERATURE CONSTANT AND STABLE AT 100° F.(Humidity in the environment approximately 30-40 percent)

Looking down on the incubator base.The above diagram illustrates how various levels of flooding can be achievedin the bottom of the unit to produce various wet bulb readings.  These wet bulbreadings can be converted to humidity readings by the use of the chart above.e-mail: lyonelect@aol.com   www.lyonelectric.com


